
Finished Access Panel Elephant ZERVEboard

For Gypsum Concealed Ceiling

Frameless
Quick installation 
Easy to inspect
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Finished Access Panel

Elephant                    
For Gypsum Concealed Ceiling

Rounded corners type,
circle radius 5 cm.

Square Corners Type

     To be able to give the aesthetic look to the building 

and house, Elephant ZERVEboard – Finished access 

panel is designed with a frameless feature, make it 

look like there is nothing on the ceiling.

     

     Additionally, the various shapes are also available 

to match with the design, including Square corners 

and Rounded Corners. Furthermore, tailor-made is 

available for specific used, able to customize the 

size, type, and shape to fit your need*.

Traditional Access Panel

ZERVEboard Standard ZERVEboard
Moisture Resistant

(MoistBloc)

Available in 2 types to fit with the usage, Standard type for general uses

i.e. Dining room, Parlor, or Hallway and Moisture Resistant type (MoistBloc)

for the area that contact with high humidity i.e. Bathroom or Kitchen.

     Elephant ZERVEboard - Finished access panel for installing with gypsum concealed ceiling, 

is an openable manhole for maintenance, inspect and/or extend the system above the ceiling. 

With its frameless feature, make it able to install anywhere on the ceiling without disturbing 

the scenery of the building or room.

How to inspect ZERVEboard?
     After installed, it can be inspected by the color on the panel’s edge 

to make sure that whether the type of installed ZERVEboard is match 

with the usage or not.

ZERVEboard Standard red metallic color** for inner frame

ZERVEboard Moisture Resistant green metallic color** for inner frame

*   please check the production condition with the sales representative shop.
** metallic color, both red and green are only available for the size of 300x300 mm., 450x450 mm., and 600x600 mm. 
     For ZERVEboard size 600x1200 mm. and tailor-made, the corners will be light gray.



Panel Size
(WidthxLength)

Frame Size
(WidthxLength)

Standard Type*

Moisture Resistant Type*

300x300 mm.

450x450 mm.

600x600 mm.

600x1200 mm.

500x500 mm.

650x650 mm.

800x800 mm.

800x1400 mm.

300x300 mm.

450x450 mm.

600x600 mm.

600x1200 mm.

500x500 mm.

650x650 mm.

800x800 mm.

800x1400 mm.

Panel Size
(WidthxLength)

Frame Size
(WidthxLength)

Standard Type

Moisture Resistant Type

450x450 mm.

600x600 mm.

650x650 mm.

800x800 mm.

450x450 mm.

600x600 mm.

650x650 mm.

800x800 mm.

ZERVEboard
Square Corners

ZERVEboard
Rounded Corners

* please check the production condition with the sales representative shop.

Frameless aesthetic, blend with the ceiling.

Easier to inspect when ZERVEboard is 

installed with the right type by checking from 

the color of the inner's frame.

Quick and save time no need to remove the

existing ceiling.

Ease of use finished from the factory.

Strong & Durable made from Elephant 

Gypsum Board and covered the edges with 

Homogenous Section metal, make it able to 

withstand the impact.

Tailor-made available*

FEATURES

Please notice the

“GENUINE” symbol

on every pieces.



installation materials

1.

2.

3.

Please notice the
“GENUINE” symbol on every pieces.

4. 

5. 

Choose the size of ZERVEboard that fit with the usage 

and designate the area of installing on concealed 

ceiling metal profile.

Add Elephant Pro C-Line around the designated area 

(joint between gypsum ceiling and ZERVEboard frame 

(in case of adding to the existing ceiling and need to 

cut the main frame, additional hanging sets need to 

be installed to its end to reinforce its strength)

Fix ZERVEboard frame to Elephant Pro C-Line with 25 

mm Black screw, 100 mm or less spacing along the 

edges.

Cover the joint with Gypsum Jointing Tape and Elephant Jointing Compound.

Apply paint to the ceiling and Elephant ZERVEboard panel then insert the panel 

into the frame.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

   

Elephant Pro C-Line – add around

the joint between ceiling and

ZERVEboard frame.

Elephant Pro Cross Clip – at the both

end of the C-Line.

Truss Head Screw 10mm.

Black Screw 25mm.

Gypsum Jointing Tape

Elephant Jointing Compound

Remark : the number of the used materials depend on C-Line length and Access Panel size.

Installation Guide

DETAIL 1

DETAIL 1

DETAIL 2

DETAIL 2

Pro Clip Lock

Elephant
Fix Spring

Bolt Angle

Cross Clip
Elephant

Truss Head Screw 10mm.

Elephant Pro C-Line
(Top) 0.52 mm.

Elephant Pro C-Line
(Bottom) 0.52 mm.

Expansion Bolt
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